
[Conversation becomes a holistic vehicle that keeps movement in discourse, informing and changing 
our perspectives. An essential transport for ideas, it allows the corners of a creased page to fold back 
on itself and refer to all its surroundings.]  

With Maximilian Klawitter’s work, this dialogue becomes such a prominent leading line, and is never 
ending. I met Max early during his stay in London, and through ongoing conversation, have been able 
to track a lineage in this currently unfolding work. Familiar scenes of movement, woven fabrics, crossed 
paths and self-aware didacticism have become an serious force. Conversation is treated very seriously; 
and even in its nonsense and absurdities, the dialogue is imperative to development. If we are not 
talking, we are not moving. The work became engaged in TFL and the Underground service, and I feel 
it as a definite insight into this sense forward momentum. A cross section of society; a million 
prospective conversations that are cut silent for the duration of the journey, the metal carriages 
become something more than a convenience of transit. The tube works have become an foreign insight 
into very contemporary attitudes towards the dialogues we as people have. A representation of this in 
his work, through whatever means possible, allow these awkward and difficult sweat box trains to be 
an analysis of the potential that exists around us. It is also indicative of this holistic self referentiality; 
using the tube everyday has an affect somewhere on Londoner’s. With this work, it is brought to the 
forefront and acts as a window into greater ideas.  

With this work, there is a urgent desire to interact with people when they are least willing. The tube is 
an infamous place of temporaneous quiet, yet a desire to question this with camera, object and 
performance have become an imposed interaction and dialogue. I remember an initial comment on the 
film taken in the underground; [“Did anyone catch you filming them?”] which misses the point. This 
body of work is not an investigation or documentarian vision of the underground / It is work made as a 
participant of the London transport system and an active and aware member of this situation.  

This very engaged work counterpoints the intensity of conversation with being very stripped back and 
sparse. It’s directness engages in this sense of urgency and a desperate clutching onto some kind of 
reality. There is a sense of the last breathe of a dying man living in a hyper-saturated world, the 
simplicity of its representation is a refusal to submit to the world Max already lives in.  

‘I don't believe in rationality anymore’   
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